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Ontologies are largely responsible for the creation of a framework or taxonomy
for a particular domain which represents the shared knowledge, concepts and how
these concepts are related with each other. This paper shows the usage of ontol-
ogy for the comparison of a syllabus structure of universities. This is done with
the extraction of the syllabus, creation of ontology for the representing syllabus,
then parsing the ontology and applying Natural language processing to remove
unwanted information. After getting the appropriate ontologies, a comparative
study is made on them. Restrictions are made over the extracted syllabus to the
subject “Software Engineering” for convenience. This depicts the collection and
management of ontology knowledge and processing it in the right manner to get
the desired insights.
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1  Introduction 

The management of knowledge and its effectiveness are today considered a powerful 

asset to stay competitive in almost any marketplace. There are two types of knowledge, 

i.e., Explicit knowledge, tacit knowledge. Ontology works on explicit knowledge. 

Building ontology is a great way to populate knowledge management. Ontology 

represents several concepts under the target domain in a hierarchical way with the 

relations in between them. The core pillars of knowledge management are people, 

process, and technology. These support the architecture for knowledge to flow and get 

utilized effectively. Ontology is gaining popularity for the knowledge management and 

knowledge representation and how to proceed with the sharing of this knowledge 

effectively among the actively connected communities. 

2  Background 

Traditional ontology is concerned with the fundamental questions related to the 

existence of entities and how they can be meaningfully grouped together and described 

based on, for example, their similarities and differences. Gruber defines an ontology as 

“the specification of conceptualizations, used to help programs and humans share 

knowledge” [2] is also defined as “explicit, formal specification of a shared 

conceptualization” [4].  

In [1], it is well stated the creation of a natural language interface to ontologies so 

that normal users can acquire the required information easily. There are several major 

obstacles in the usage of NLP about how ambiguity and complexity make it difficult for 

machines to understand the language [3]. 

There is a great need for good representation of information and knowledge in a 

machine understandable format. There are a huge number of universities and syllabus 

structures and one often faces difficulty in selecting a syllabus structure which suits 

them as per their requirement. This paper gives a method for the comparison study and 

analysis of ontologies based on universities syllabus structure. This not only saves time 

but also provides an easier method to know which syllabus for a particular course will 

be better and at what level. 

 
3  Ontology Model 

This paper focuses on the formation of ontology for the subject “Software Engineering”. 

The model for representing ontology is formed by defining several components. Mainly 

these components are Classes (concepts), Relation and Instances. In ontology several 

classes are related to other classes in the domain. The classes are defined and then 

described by their attributes. These attributes have something in common (shared) 

that’s why they are forming a class. Attributes describe the class and attributes can 

themselves be given by name and value pair 
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Classes are used by individuals (instances or Objects). Instances populates the classes 

and classes populates the ontology. Let M bet the set of classes (m1, m2, m3……. mn). The 

relation R is a subset of the cross product of these classes (m1 x m2 x m3 x…….x mn). 

Relations are the special attribute, whose values are objects of other classes.  

Below is a simple example of ontology on "Prescriptive Process Model", one of the topics 

under Software Engineering. The information regarding Software Engineering has been 

taken from the book “Software Engineering - A Practitioner's Approach” by Roger S. 

Pressman [5]. 

 

Figure 1. Ontology on Prescriptive Process Model 

 

4  Tool Used 

The formation of ontologies, proposed in this paper is done using Protege [6]. 
Protege enables the fluent formation of taxonomy structure by creation of individuals, 
properties, classes etc. Figure 2 depicts the steps followed for building ontology on 
Protégé. 

 

Figure 2. Ontology Building Process 
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5  Preprocessing the OWL (Web Ontology Language) file 

Web Ontology Language (OWL) is a knowledge representation language used to 

describe ontology. OWL corresponds to descriptive logic. Most description logic are 

subset of First order logic but in difference to FOL, most description logic are decidable. 

Therefore, it’s possible to make logical deduction based on description logic i.e., to 

create new knowledge from existing knowledge. In OWL there is an open world 

assumption, absence of information must not be valued as negative information. Also 

in OWL, there is no unique name assumption, the difference between entities and 

classes must be expressed explicitly. 

OWL files generated from Protege are parsed by using the inbuilt library of python 

called RDFLib. RDFLib is a pure python package for working with RDF (Resource 

Description Framework), which contains most of the things needed to work with RDF. 

The RDF framework is used to describe resources on the web. RDF allows us to make 

statements about resources. A statement has the following structure: " <Subject> 

<Predicate> <Object>" and is known as triples. These triples are the area of interest as 

they consist of all the information and knowledge of the domain. 

 

6  Processing and comparing Ontologies 

After getting the parsed OWL file, several NLP techniques are applied to get 

important entities for easier comparison. NLP techniques are used to extract concepts 

and relationships among these components. The syntactical analyzer for text, is used 

for identifying nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs and syntactical dependencies 

among them (subject of verb, object of verb, etc.). Several other NLP techniques are 

applied like removing stop words, stemming, word sense disambiguation. 

In general, the concepts with the same name in ontologies, can vary in their actual 

meaning due to the different structure and arbitrariness. The ontologies comparison for 

similarity and dissimilarity can be based on the Super set concept (parent nodes), Sub 

set concept (child nodes), Intention and the instances set. Set of rules are defined to 

measure the semantic distance between the two entities. This comprises how many 

concepts are similar at what level of the tree structure and how the properties share 

common interest of the two entities. Considering another ontology on a similar topic: 

Figure 3. If the comparison is made with the previous ontology (Figure 1), Both the 

ontologies represent almost the same concepts but the concept names and the hierarchy 

are different. In this ontology, the waterfall model, it is at level 4 as compared to 

previous level 5. It has six more siblings while in previous ontology, it has only four 

siblings. Proceeding deeper to the definition and seeing how the definition and 

description of these two entities match. There is a need to look at the properties of the 

concepts and perform the comparison thoroughly. Table 1 gives description of above 

comparison: 
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Figure 3. Ontology example for comparison 

Table 1. Ontology Comparison 

Parameter Base Ontology Example Ontology Comments 

Tree depth 5 4 Base ontology have more 

depth 

Siblings 4 6 Example ontology focuses 

on specification 

Parentnode Prescriptive process 

model 

SELifecycleModel Base ontology covers the life 

cycle in several parts 

whereas example ontology 

covers all points under one 

topic. 

Definition Node definition 

matches but parent 

node definition not 

matches completely 

Node definition matches 

but parent node definition 

not matches completely 

Specific level nodes matches 

whereas at general level 

there is some dissimilarity. 

 

 

7  System Architecture 

The Figure 4 illustrates the system architecture of the ontology comparison system with 

the input and output of every step. 

• In step 1 the gathered information is used to build ontology (OWL file) and is 

visualized using OWLViz.  
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• The OWL File is preprocessed and parsed by using the RDFLib library. 

• NLP techniques are applied to get reduced and concise information  

• Comparison and analysis is performed to get insights. 

 

Figure 4. System Architecture 

 

8  Results and Discussions 

A hierarchical structure is prepared using the Protege tool for the structured 

representation of the syllabus along with the addition of several properties. The Figure 

5 depicts the representation of the syllabus for the subject Software Engineering. The 

OWLViz module of the Protege is used to visualize the taxonomy structure. Once the 

owl file is ready, it is parsed, processed and finally comparison is performed. 

Figure 6 shows the glimpse of the comparison part. This comparison is performed 

on the basis of the subject and object (RDF statement). Further comparison of the 

classes along with their functional and data properties will result in deeper and through 

comparative study and analysis. 
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Figure 5. Taxonomy Structure 

 

Figure 6. Comparison output 

 

9    Conclusions and Future Work 

This paper shows an approach for building the ontology for a given domain and 

then comparing them to gain insights. The taxonomy structure is created by using OWL 

based tool Protege and further parsed for the comparison and analysis. The common 

concepts between the two ontologies are compared and analyzed but deeper 

comparison on the basis of predicates still needs to be done. Further work is also 

required to apply more NLP techniques to get concise and accurate text as well as 

towards the more thorough comparison. 
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